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However, all is not gloom. In Lydden, the Bell has reopened, and is selling good local real ale, and in Ringwould the Five Bells is now also open after substantial
refurbishment. Also refurbished and reopened is the Old
Endeavour, London Rd., Dover, having been acquired
from Shepherd Neame as a freehouse. In Cambridge
Rd., Dover the opening of the Cullin's Yard micro brewery is imminent, and in Deal, permission is being sought
for the creation of a micro pub in King St. (details in Local News)
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There are also, over the next couple of months, the
usual selection of late summer and early autumn events
such as the Coastguard’s Historic Food Festival, the
Daddlums match at the Carpenters and various walks
and Festivals (See Branch Diary).
Elsewhere in this addition, as well as all the regular
items, Paul Skelton makes some pertinent comments
about the current state of pubs and brewing, Roger Marples takes a look at the Ramsgate Brewery's expanded
premises and some of Eddie Gadd's latest creations,
and Stuart Field follows a Real Ale Trail.

Martin Atkins
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EVENTS DIARY
Branch Meeting, Cinque Ports Arms, Dover
Walk – Midday start from Finglesham, then to Northbourne and
Ripple.
Sat 20 Aug Deal and Betteshanger Rugby Club – Beer Festival*
Aug Bank Holiday weekend - 3rd East Kent Railway Ale & Cider Festival *
Aug Bank Holiday weekend - Beer Festival, Crown Finglesham*
Fri 2 Sept - Sun 4th Sept - Louis Armstrong 49th Anniversary Festival*
Sun 4 Sept Coastguard, St. Margaret's Bay: Historical Food Festival*
Tue 6 Sept Daddlums match, Carpenters Arms, Coldred. 8pm
Sat 17 Sept Walk – Worth, Eastry, Woodnesborough
Mon 19 Sept Branch Meeting, Berry, Walmer.
Fri 7 - Sun 9 Oct - Cider Festival, Crabble Corn Mill, River, Dover.*
Sat 8 Oct
Oktoberfest – Berry, Walmer *
Mon 17 Oct Branch Meeting, Crispin, Sandwich.
Mon 20 Nov Branch Meeting, White Horse, Dover.
Mon 15 Aug
Sat 20 Aug

Branch Website

www.camra-dds.org.uk

Branch meetings are normally held every third Monday of each month and start at
7.30pm.
For full details about rural rambles & pub strolls, please email
john@ramblingrumbler.plus.com or call 01304 214153.
Events marked * are not organised by CAMRA
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NEW CAMPAIGN TO PROTECT THE NATION’S
CRISISCRISIS-HIT PUBS

C

AMRA has launched a high profile campaign to save British pubs which are
closing at the rate of more than 100 a month. Earlier in the year National chairman Colin Valentine wrote to prime minister David Cameron and community pubs
minister Bob Neill urging them to do all they could to help pubs at a time of real
crisis. Colin said: “Pubs are the beating hearts of our communities and their loss
should not be taken lightly or as an inevitability. The decision to impose a further
7.2 per cent duty on beer in the budget bringing the tax on a pub pint to over £1
was yet a further hammer blow to the future of pubs. The increase comes at a time
when 25 pubs are continuing to close every week. Pubs support over 900,000 jobs
and are essential to the survival of almost 800 independent British breweries.”
CAMRA is now calling for the following decisive action:
•

ban the sale of alcohol below cost with the definition of cost including the cost
of production

•

review alcohol taxation to identify cost neutral changes that would assist pubs

•

introduction of a new class of business rate relief to reward pubs that make a
substantial community contribution

•

planning permission to be required before a valued pub can be lost forever

•

A statutory code of practice between small pub businesses and large pub
owning companies to provide a free of tie option and guest beer option

•

a reduction in the rate of VAT charged on pub meals and drinks.

“Failure to act will see many thousands more valued pubs lost forever with the loss
of several local jobs for each pub that closes, loss of consumer choice and a weakening of community life to the detriment of society,” said Colin.
In reply, community pubs minister Bob Neill has applauded CAMRA for its efforts in
raising awareness of the role of locals, and congratulated CAMRA on the success
of Early Day Motion 210, tabled last year by pub campaigner Greg Mulholland MP.
Signed by a record number of 275 MPs the motion urges the government to implement a package of policies, which will help secure the future of viable and well-run
community pubs. Neill reiterated his promise to hold a public inquiry into the use of
restricted covenants, “with a focus on the impact they have on local communities.”
He said he was determined to shift power to local neighbourhoods, and wanted to
meet with CAMRA to discuss the issues facing community pubs. “We aim to ensure, through the Localism Bill, that community organisations have a fair chance to
take over and run facilities, that are important to them, such as pubs.”
CAMRA head of policy and parliamentary affairs Jonathan Mail welcomed the call
for a meeting, and said that although the government has pledged to be pub
friendly and taken some small steps forward, it now needs to do much more to
save British pubs.
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The Local News
Contributors - Martin Atkins, The Mcilroys, Roger Marples,
John Pitcher, Tony Wells, Jim Green and Mike Sutcliffe etc.
Please note that any views expressed herein are those of the contributors
and are not necessarily those of this branch or CAMRA Ltd

If you have any news about a pub in your area – new beers or different beer range, alterations
to the pub, beer festivals or anything that may be of interest to our readers , please email:

channel.draught@camra
channel.draught@camracamra-dds.org.uk
We are, of course, equally pleased to hear from landlords with news about their pub.
YEW TREE GETS THE CHOP
Those who took heart at the Council's
refusal for change of use in March will
be saddened that there has now been
a change of mind. At a Planning Committee meeting on July 21st, and largely
on the basis of the pub's alleged unviability, permission was granted. Lack of
parking and passing trade, narrow access roads and Barfrestone's small
size, were all cited as obstacles to success, although a comparison with the
thriving Two Sawyers a couple of miles
away at Woolage Green, which shares
all these disadvantages, would suggest
that they were hardly insurmountable.
Given the Council's earlier decision,
and consistent refusal over several
years to grant consent for a change of
use at the Butchers Arms at Ashley,
this decision would seem somewhat
perplexing. However, the comments of
the Ministry Inspector who finally
granted that consent, and which are
quoted in the committee report might
well be some explanation: “the location,
size and style of premises was such
that it would not make an attractive
business proposition and that change
of use to residential would bring the
premises back into beneficial use.” A
conclusion, it would seem, which might
well consign many a fine pub to the
dustbin, and which in this instance

would appear to have had considerable
sway with the Council.
From the report and the committee
meeting it is hard not to form the opinion that this was a decision about culture as much as anything else: the current preferred model being typified by
the newly opened Kittiwake – large
pub, large car park, large turnover,
near a major road junction, and heavily
devoted to selling food to families.
While sympathising with those who had
objected, and even admitting some
sadness themselves, Councillor's obviously took the view that the poor little
Yew Tree, down a country lane
(although not far from several large
villages), and there for the odd person
who might want to drop in for a drink,
must therefore be an anachronism, and
just wouldn't be able to compete. To
cap it all Punch did not want it, although in view of Punch's current reconfiguring of its operation and planned
disposal of up to 40% of its estate,
there must be considerable doubt as to
exactly what its lack of interest
amounted.
Of course the fact that the Yew Tree
could not produce what its owner, or a
huge pubco, or a Ministry Inspector,
would consider a satisfactory income,
does not mean that everyone would
find its potential inadequate; and a re-
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quirement to produce a realistic asking
price would soon have established if
there was any interest. There was massive local support to retain this pub including definite interest from at least
one resident had the price been right.
If, as we believe, the Bell at Lydden
changed hands earlier in the year for
somewhere in the region of half of the
Yew Tree's original asking price of
£450,000, the final reduced price of
£350,000 was still markedly excessive.
In view of the Government's current
Localism Bill, which will offer residents
the chance to take over just such local
assets, it is both disappointing, and
surely out of keeping with the spirit of
that legislation, that this excellent little
pub should be so summarily dispatched.
DOVER
Cullin's Yard Brewery Latest: We
understand that it is hoped to start operating the brewery during the summer.
It has a 2.5 barrel capacity with two
fermenters, and initially will brew a low
strength bitter for supply just to Cullin's
Yard. However, once perfected other
varieties of ale will be tried and other
outlets may be approached. In Snargate St. the Flagship continues to be
worked on. Any information on what is
planned gratefully received, but observations so far suggest that the bar is
currently intact.

Prince Albert is maintaining its local
ale policy, Wantsum featuring particularly strongly with Black Pig, Hengist,
Ravening Wolf and More’s Head all
being seen on the handpumps. In late
May Abigale Samphire was also available, and was joined by Rough Old
Wife cider.
Park Inn, Ladywell: Now operating a
regular guest ale policy, recent beers
have included Ringwood Fortyniner,
Hobson's Bitter, Tribute and Kingmaker. Standard real ales are Adams
Explorer and Spitfire.
In Tower Hamlets just two pubs remain
– the Carriers and the Dewdrop, with
the Edward VII now converted to a
Londis community store, although the
pub sign appears to have been left intact. As far as we know the Dewdrop is
still 'dry' in terms of real ale, but the
Carriers has of late been rotating St.
Austell Tribute and Bombardier. At the
Boar's Head in Eaton Rd Young's Bitter and Black Sheep Bitter remain the
regulars, and round the corner in Elms
Vale Master Brew is normally available
at the Crown and Sceptre, although
other Sheps beers have been seen.
London Rd., which had become something of a real ale desert, is showing
distinct signs of improvement. The
Bull, having reinstated a handpump
earlier in the year, has now followed

Golden Lion, Priory Place: Following
Rab and Teresa's departure around
Easter we hear that the pub is being
offered for rent or lease and is likely to
be receiving refurbishment. At the time
of writing (late July) rumour suggests
that there has been definite local interest. Nearby the Priory Hotel continues
its re-acquaintance with real ale, a visit
during the spring finding Cottage
Brahms & List in good condition. The
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The Old Endeavour, Dover

with external redecoration, complete
with newly painted sign, while the former Sheps Old Endeavour, has been
sold freehold and completely refurbished. It's new owners Deborah Gunn,
and her parents Barry and Angela plan
a “family-run, family-friendly pub and
bistro.” Re-opened late July, we have
no information on real ale but we hear it
is on the agenda. Meanwhile the Kingfisher remains boarded up and for
sale, and we await with interest of any
news of real ale returning to the
Sportsman or the Eagle .
Funky Monkey, Bench St: Licence
extensions now allow the pub to open
until 3.30 am Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, 3 am Sundays, and 2 am for
the rest of the week. The pub also
plans “naughty nights” of adult entertainment, including pole dancing and
lap dancing, the licence allowing up to
eleven such evenings a year so long as
they are not less than a month apart. In

May the Dover Mercury reported that a
contributor to its webpage had heard
that Gary Glitter had been seen in the
pub last year. Whether or not this falls
in the “Elvis in Wigan” category we
don't know.
White Horse, St. James St: Single
regular beer is now Loddon Ferryman's
Gold, Landlord now rotating with Harveys Sussex Best. On the other two
pumps Jeanette maintains a wide selection of guests. Dark ales in particular
have proved excellent, including Old
Slug Porter, Rudgate Ruby Mild and
Moorhouses Black Cat – talking of cats
Tango still presides over everything
upstairs, and downstairs, when she's
allowed in the bar, and now has a companion, a black kitten called Merlot.
Blakes, Castle St: Wednesday 25 May
saw the presentation of a cheque for
£500 to the Dover War Memorial Project by the Deal, Dover, Sandwich and
District Branch of CAMRA from profits
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made at this year's White Cliff's Festival
of Winter Ales. An excellent evening
and fine buffet from Peter and Kathryn.
We drank Dark Star Hophead, Young's
Bitter and a very palatable and lively
Adnams Mild. While Adnams remains
major supplier, micros, especially locals
are well represented, particularly Hopdaemon from whom Golden Braid,
Dominator and Incubus have all been
seen in recent months. In April we were
lucky to have the choice of a barrel of
Westerham Double Stout before brewing ceased for the summer.
Red Lion, Charlton Green: Real ales
are back to Harvey's Sussex Best and
Bombardier, the pub's brief flirtation
with Director's as a replacement for the
latter discontinued – they prefer the
Bombardier says Keith. A pity, because
the present Bedford brewed Directors
is the best its been for many years,
certainly superior to that , during its
sojourn in Tadcaster. In early July the
Louis Armstrong again hosted an
evening with the Offcumduns Morris
Dancers and the branch daddlums table. Much ale was consumed. Regular
bitter remains Skrimshander and the
selection predominantly Kentish, with
several appearances by Goachers
Crown Imperial Stout particularly welcome. Another dark ale, this time from
London, Redemption Fellowship Porter,
also proved a hit in mid July. The Louis'
annual late summer beer festival will
take place over the first weekend in
September (see advert).
Whitfield may not spring to mind as a
home to real ale but there are now
three outlets within a few minutes of the
A2 roundabout. The nearest, The
Archer, as far as we are aware still
part of the Brakspear chain, seems of
late to have been selling anything but
its own eponymous brew – visits in
spring finding Henry's IPA and God-

dards Ale of Wight among others. Interestingly, Brakspear was available at
Whitfield's newest pub the Kittywake,
although being a Marston's pub it is, via
Refresh, one of their own brews, the
latter having acquired the brand after
Brakspear gave up brewing. Also seen
at the Kittywake have been the less
surprising Bank's Bitter and Pedigree.
The last of the three is the Harbour
Board Club (or Dover Club, or whatever it's called these days). Usually one
or two real ales available, one of our
members recently reporting 'Cameron’s
(I think) Hurley’s Irish Ale.' We have no
knowledge about real ale at Whitfield's
other two licensed premises, the Ramada Hotel and the Whitfield Club,
so any information gratefully received.
Meanwhile, we understand that the
now demolished Royal Oak is to become six houses.
DEAL
New Pub. In King St. the search for
premises for a local micro pub might be
at an end, an application having been
submitted for such use at the former
free trade premises at the entrance to
Broad St. Car Park. (see Picture)

Yew Tree, Mill Hill: Must be something
in the name, but we hear this pub is
now also closed with the prospect of
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conversion/redevelopment into a Tesco
Express or similar.
Leather Bottle, Mongeham: Question:
how long since Dan Warwick moved
from Dover's Flotilla & Firkin (as it then
was) to take on the Leather Bottle at
Mongeham? So well established does
he now seem that it feels like ages – in
fact it will be just five years later this
year. The pub was the venue for our
June Branch Meeting and we enjoyed
excellent hospitality in a pleasingly
busy pub. Beers were Red Top and
Gold Top from Old Dairy Brewery of
Rolvenden - a regular supplier to the
pub of late.
Prince Albert, Alfred Square: A visit in
mid May found Gadd's 7, Adnams Regatta and a 4% mild from Cottage
called Malt Teazer, which proved not at
all like its namesake confection, but
was still most palatable. In late July at
the Ship a very pleasing pint or two of
Gadd's 7 were enjoyed at the equally
pleasing price of £2.40 a pint. Available
alongside were Gadd's Seasider,
Deuchar's IPA, Hophead and London
Pride.
Berry, Canada Rd: Yet more CAMRA
success for Chris Barnes and his Walmer pub. Having won Branch Pub of
the Year for the fourth year in a row

Martin Atkins presents the Pub of the Year
Certificate to Chris Barnes of The Berry

(reported in our spring issue), the pub
has now been chosen as East Kent
Pub of the year, and now competes
with the Flowerpot in Maidstone for
Kent pub of the year – a decision which
should be announced fairly shortly. The
Branch award was presented on Saturday afternoon June 25th by Branch
Chairman, Martin Atkins, and was well
attended by CAMRA members. A wide
selection of ale and cider were available, Dark Star American Pale Ale finding particular favour, and the pub provided a most appetising buffet. Meanwhile local folk musicians kept the company entertained with a selection of
traditional music.
On the Strand the Lord Nelson still
appears closed and up for sale while
the Lord Clyde is rapidly becoming no
more than a memory as work progresses on conversion to a French restaurant, bistro or whatever its destined
for.
SANDWICH AND RURAL
Sandwich Folk & Ale Festival 22nd24th July: A brief visit from one of our
members found the newly refurbished
Crispin Inn hosting both some of the
music groups, and its own mini-beer
festival. Brewers included Gadd’s, Hop
Back, Sharps, Purity, Woodforde's and
Hopdaemon, with Wherry and Skrimshander being in particularly good condition, reflecting the new landlord’s
commitment to serving good conditioned real ales. He plans to get Cask
Marque accreditation, which would allow ordering straight from SIBA, and
give a wider range of beers than Punch
can supply alone.
At the Admiral Owen, opposite, where
the bar area has been redesigned to
provide more space for customers, a
good pint of Fuller’s London Pride supplemented an open mic. session, while
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at the Fleur de Lis there were beers
from Greene King, Cottage and Wantsum, who provided an excellent pint of
More’s Head. More music too – from
Los Salvadores, “an unusual band featuring French horn, violin and accordion, who played in a sort of Russian/
Greek style, if that makes sense.”
Lydden Bell, Lydden: Closed and
boarded up during the winter, and put
up for sale the pub was bought freehold
earlier in the year by Jason Chamberlain and his partner Hayley Pettet of the
Rose and Crown Elham. Initially they
plan to continue running both pubs.
This will not be Jason's first involvement with the Bell, as he managed it
seven years ago. Real ale is definitely
on the agenda, he tells us, with a local
emphasis: a visit shortly after the reopening found Golden Braid, Incubus
and Cornish Coaster. At Lydden's other
pub, the Hope, uncertainty still surrounds what is planned. Planning permission having been obtained last year
for the construction of four houses at
the rear, which would involve demolition/rebuilding work at the pub, its most
recent tenant, Elaine, left during the
winter and subsequently steel shutters
appeared over doors and windows.
These disappeared within a few
months but at the time of writing the
pub apparently remains unoccupied
and closed.
Five Bells, Ringwould: After extensive
refurbishment and being closed for two
and half years the pub finally reopened
earlier in the summer. No information
as yet about beer policy or availability
of real ale.
Coastguard, St. Margaret's Bay: Following the success of last year's festival, the pub will be hosting its famous
Historical Food Festival once again, on
Sunday 4th September; its seaside lo-

cation transformed into a medieval encampment with food and drink for all
the family. Artisan producers from the
UK and France will be explaining their
craft, and there will be demonstrations
of charcoal burning, smoking, curing,
traditional cutlery-making and basket
weaving. Entertainment will be provided by roving minstrels and, for more
adventurous customers, the opportunity
to dress up in medieval costume. Puppet shows will relate stories from the
Canterbury Tales and Historic Question
Time sessions offer answers to foodie
queries about earlier times.
CANTERBURY
Phoenix, Old Dover Rd: The weekend
of July 15 - 17 saw the pub hosting a
Cornish Festival, including sixteen real
ales, two ciders, pasties – in fact almost all things Cornish bar the Duke
himself, Prince Charles. A visit in late
June found St. Austell Tinners, Nelson
Friggin in the Riggin, Incubus and
Wantsum Black Prince.
New Inn, Havelock St: The regular
Spring Bank Holiday Festival we
gather, was its usual success, complete with Morris Dancers (see Bus to
Beer Festivals). Later, in July, on Friday 8th, a special evening was arranged
with a cask of 5.9% Thornbridge Jaipur
IPA – an ale, which as a former Beer of
the Festival at our own White Cliffs
Festival, has a reputation for disappearing fast. On sale from 5pm, we
have no information as to how speedily
it was consumed but pre-event publicity
was advising the beer's fans to 'get it
while stocks last!'
King's Head, Wincheap: Always worth
a look for something different, a visit in
June found Royston Red and a brew
from the new Kent Brewery, together
with Harveys Sussex Best and Green
King IPA. At the Old Brewery Moors
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Head beers were Turbulent Priest from
Wantsum,
Green
Daemon
and
Brakspear Oxford Gold.
Mermaid, Bishopsbourne: A good
place for a lunchtime pint on the hottest
day in June, especially as the pub was
selling Shep’s Kent's Best, the brewery's 4.1% bitter, which in this correspondent's opinion is the best of its
regular draught ales. Sitting away from
the sun in the front bar and looking out
on the village street and the allotments
opposite, we could have stayed there
all afternoon.
FOLKESTONE & HYTHE
Rumours surrounding the fate of the
former Railway Bell site in Dover Rd.
have proved all too accurate and earlier
in the summer finishing touches were
being put to another of Tesco's small
stores. Further into Folkestone any
chance of the Martello being resurrected as a pub appear long gone, the
property now seemingly converted to
flats. Opposite, the Raglan now remains the only pub in the road and in
early June was selling Greene King IPA
and Doom Bar. At the East Cliff Tavern the choice was a Cotleigh brew
and Burton Bridge Golden Delicious –
one of our members a few days earlier
enjoying a good pint of Gadd's No 7
had commented favourably on the ambiance: “Good local crowd, plenty of
lively conversation!” Pubcos please
note.
At the Lifeboat Dogbolter, Brains SA
and Doom Bar were available and
more Doom Bar at the Mariners alongside Hobgoblin and London Pride. In
the Ship the usual – London Pride and
Abbot.. Beside the bottom of Bayle
steps the Princess Royal remains
boarded up: while it might not match
Sheps specifications, among the new
generation of micro pubs it might suite

someone perfectly. In the Bayle the
Guildhall continues with its ever
changing guest ale policy, including
among others earlier in the summer,
Harveys Sussex Best, Purity Mad
Goose, Waggledance and Beartown
Ginger Beer. Harveys Sussex was also
on the pumps at the Pullman in Church
St. during a recent visit, along with
Ringwood Boondoggle and the somewhat eponymous Hepworth Pullman.
The Happy Frenchman seems to be
sticking to one single real ale at a time,
Brakspear Bitter and Wychwood Hobgoblin among others, with promotion
now benefiting from an advertising
board outside. Meanwhile last visit to
Harveys could only spot Bombardier
on sale - is one ale now standard here
to?
In Canterbury Rd., as we go to print,
work was being undertaken at the
Royal Standard, while the Two Bells
remains closed and boarded up – five
years at least? And in Cheriton the former Sheps White Lion, still has all
ground floor openings closed up with
breeze blocks, probably also about five
years.
In Sandgate mid June found London
Pride, Pedigree, Old Diary Gold Top
and Marstons English Pale Ale at the
Clarendon, and in Hythe Harveys Sussex Best, Green King IPA and a beer
from the new Wagglers brewery in the
White Hart. A visit one Sunday to the
Carousel Rooms with Elgood Cambridge, Young’s Bitter and Master Brew
available drew the following from one of
our members: “Good Sun lunchtime
traditional boozer feel, and I was one of
the youngest one there. That doesn’t
happen much these days!”
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KENT SMALL BREWERY NEWS
By Roger Marples
ABIGALE BREWERY, ASHFORD 01233 661310 james@abigale.plus.com
Two new beers have been brewed since the spring edition of Channel Draught. To
quote brewer, James, “Ridgeway is a refreshing pale ale with a wonderful
blackcurrant aroma - something different from the mass of citrussy pale ales
available at the moment”. The beer is to be a regular. Having used Bramling Cross
as one of the hops flavouring Ridgeway, James decided to brew a beer flavoured
with just that variety. The result is Bramling Ale, which made its debut at The Kent
Beer Festival 2011.
CANTERBURY ALES, CHARTHAM 01227 732541 canterbrew@gmail.com
Wife of Bath's ale has been selected for the GBBF at Earls Court in August, which
is quite a coup for Martin as they don't usually order from new breweries. Martin
states, “Not sure why they picked on me, but they must have heard something on
the grapevine (or is that the hop bine?)”. The flagship brew, Miller's Ale, will soon
be relaunched. Martin has tried a couple of times, to rework the recipe but has
never been entirely happy with the result. The latest version now includes Rye
malts and Pacific Gem hops which should give a rich ruby bitter with fruity aromas
and a slightly spicy malt base at a little lower ABV of 4.2%. A green hop beer is
planned for late September, using the hop plants that grow at the back of his
brewery.
CANTERBURY BREWERS, CANTERBURY 01227 455899
thefoundry@live.co.uk
Another new brewery, this time within Canterbury, started brewing in June. To
date, three beers are available – Foundryman’s Gold 4.0% ABV, Canterbury Wheat
4.4% ABV, and Foundry Torpedo 4.5% ABV. To quote from their publicity, “The
Foundry is unique craft brewery, restaurant and bar; located just off the High Street
in White Horse Lane. This industrial two storey building, originally a Victorian
Foundry, produced cast metal items that went all over the empire. Watch the
production of our fine cask ales, in our own display microbrewery”. This brewery
plan to develop quickly, and hope to distribute their beers to other public houses.
The Red Cow in Sandwich have already ordered. We hope to publish a full article
on the brewery in the next edition of Channel Draught.
P&DJ GOACHER, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE 01622 682112
Four kilderkins of Mild will be sent to the Great British Beer Festival, so perhaps we
will have a Kentish brewery achieving a festival award this year.
HOPDAEMON BREWERY, NEWNHAM 01795 892078 info@hopdaemon.com
A silver award was given at SIBA South Eastern tastings for the Leviathan bottled
beer. At present Tonie is not bottling any bottle conditioned beers but hopes to do
so in the future.
NELSON BREWERY, CHATHAM 01634 832828
sales@nelsonbrewingcompany.co.uk
No information received from this brewery.
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OLD DAIRY BREWERY, ROLVENDEN 01580 243185
fineale@olddairybrewery.com
Things have been going very well. A new fermenting vessel has been installed, as
capacity had been reached on existing equipment, and work has started on
expanding into the old milking parlour to create a new brew house with larger brew
length. Three prizes were won at the recent SIBA SE regional festival in
Tonbridge: Gold for bottled Blue Top and Silver for the new 10.00% ABV Imperial
Russian Stout 'Tsar Top', in both draught and bottle.
RAMSGATE BREWERY, BROADSTAIRS 01843 580037
info@ramsgatebrewery.co.uk
See the article on page 46 .
WANTSUM BREWERY, HERSDEN 0845 0405980
wantsumbrewery@googlemail.com
Demand for bottles has increased substantially. Dynamo is now being sold in
bottles, and the cask version has been selected to appear at the GBBF. August
should see the brewery being doubled in size with a view to double output by
Christmas.
WESTERHAM BREWERY, CROCKHAM HILL, EDENBRIDGE 01732 864427
sales@westerhambrewery.co.uk
More success at the SIBA competition. Finchcock’s Original 3.5% ABV won silver
in Standard Mild category, and Summer Perle 3.8% ABV bronze in Standard Bitter.
Overall winner in the bottled beer section went to Viceroy IPA 5.0% ABV, and to
commemorate, a single batch of the beer will be brewed for sale to pubs in cask,
and will be available in mid-August in minicasks, minipins and polypins. Bottles are
available all year round. A second public house, the Carpenter’s Arms at Limpsfield
Chart, three miles from Edenbridge, has been acquired, to add to the Royal Oak at
Crockham, and Westerham bottled and minicask beers can be purchased in
Westerham and Forest Row from Wine Discoveries shops.
Hop Rocket is a new series of beers, brewed using a hopback to give extra hop
character. At the time of writing American Pale Ale is available and will be followed
by an IPA. Westerham Flyer will be a 4.00% ABV bitter, brewed to celebrate 50
years since the closure of the Dunton Green to Westerham branch line in October
1961. Available from September, it will also be sold on The Spa Valley Steam
Railway which runs from Tunbridge Wells to Eridge. British Bulldog was supplied to
the GBBF.
WHITSTABLE BREWERY, GRAFTY GREEN 01622 851007
whitstablebrewery@btconnect.com
Congratulations for success at the SIBA South East 2011 competition. The brewery
won Gold with Native Bitter (Standard Bitter) and EIPA (Best Bitter), and were
overall winner with Native. The Gold Winners compete for national overall winner at
the SIBA National Competition in February. The seasonal “Faversham Creek” at
3.8% ABV is being brewed again. Rafik is brewing to capacity. The whole ranch of
Whitstable beers were available at the annual Whitstable Beer Festival 21st to
24th July, which coincided with the Whitstable Oyster Festival. Raspberry Wheat
Beer will be supplied to the GBBF.
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG
Maison Dieu Road, Dover
CT16 1RA
01304 204759
Live Music Friday & Saturday
Live Jazz Every Sunday

49th ANNIVERSARY BEER FESTIVAL
Friday 2nd to Sunday 4th September 2011
KENT REAL ALE

-

Hopdaemon Gadds
Whitstable Goachers Old Dairy Westerham
plus guests from across the country
-------------------------------------------

WEDNESDAY SUMMER SAVERS
ALL REAL ALE £2.30
ALL MEALS £3.00
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The National News
By Martin Atkins
Cut Pub Duty
A Tory MP has joined the call for a cut
in the tax on drinks sold in pubs and a
hike in cheap supermarket alcohol.
During treasury questions, Plymouth
MP Gary Streeter said: “Given the
importance of the licensed trade to the
economy and our culture, particularly in
regions such as the west country,
where tourism is high, is it not now time
to seek to reduce alcohol duty on
served drinks and to increase it on
cheap booze sold by supermarkets?”
Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, the
Government response was somewhat
evasive, and completely failed to
answer Gary Streeter's question.
Economic Secretary Justine Greening
said raising the price of supermarket
alcohol was “one of the rationales
behind tackling problem drinking”. She
said: “One of the ways we have sought
to do that is to introduce the limit on
below-cost selling of alcohol in
supermarkets and that will be done by
a formula of assessing duty plus VAT
as the below-cost level.” But she
added: “We do need to do what we can
to support pubs, which are the lifeblood
of many local communities.” Before the
election both members in the Coalition
had been whole hearted in support of
the pub, the Lib Dems specifically
proposing consideration of a differential
duty rate for beer sold in pubs. Is this
another piece of Lib Dem policy
squeezed out by the dominant partner?
Mild Revival
Mild, which once
seemed an
endangered species in terms of beer

styles, is apparently now alive and well
and reappearing all over the place.
Research carried out in conjunction
with CAMRA's Mild in May campaign
found that nearly one in two drinkers
say their local brewer has produced a
mild in the last 12 months. More than
200 are now on the sale, over twice as
many available to the drinker in 1999.
CAMRA national beer styles coordinator Duncan Woodhead said:
“Mild is going from strength to strength.
Supported by brewers, publicans,
CAMRA members, and other ale
drinkers we’re seeing an increase in
dark and light milds, in low-gravity
milds and in Victorian strong milds.
Gone are the days when most ale
drinkers
drank
one
style
and
sometimes only one beer whether mild
or bitter or pale ale.” In CAMRA's early
days mild was clearly on the back foot,
as tastes moved away from it towards
bitter which became the dominant style,
and
in
many
people’s
minds
synonymous with real ale. However,
modern real ale drinkers want choice
and diversity, and are quite prepared to
try different styles. “Mild brewers have
embraced this and are more successful
for having done so,” said Duncan. “You
can’t sell mild to 2% of the ale drinking
population all the time, but you can sell
mild to 90% of the ale drinking public
occasionally.”
Dark day for Tetley’s
Tetley’s historic brewery in Leeds has
finally closed.
Plans to shut the
brewery were originally announced by
its owners Carlsberg in 2008, but
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brewing continued until this summer.
Speaking as the closure approached,
Leeds Branch Chairman John Rowe
said it is going to be a dark day for the
city, even though we knew it was
coming for some time. “Carlsberg is
very happy about its own traditions but
doesn’t care about anybody else’s,”
Production of Tetley's two milds was
transferred some time ago to Marston's
at Burton-on-Trent, and bitter is now
being
brewed
at
Banks's
in
Wolverhampton.
Bombardier Strength Cut
Wells & Young’s have dropped the
strength
of
its
flagship
bitter
Bombardier from 4.3% to 4.1%. The
alteration came about earlier this year
and pubs were informed about it in
April: a spokesman said that they had
“been working diligently to make
absolutely certain that consumers will
find no change to the taste of the beer.”
The somewhat thin explanation for the
move is that it allows Bombardier to be
differentiated from Wells & Young’s
other premium cask beer Courage
Directors, at 4.8%. Most real ale
drinkers would probably consider 0.5%
difference enough, let alone the
difference in taste, and what of Young's
Special at 4.5%, which is even closer in
strength to Directors? Or are we seeing
the start of a “rationalisation process”,
Bombardier and Directors becoming
different strength versions of the same
brew, and Young's Special being
quietly done away with. Bombardier
now joins Ruddles County, Old
Speckled Hen, Hobgoblin and Spitfire
as beers whose strength has been
dropped in recent years. Funny how it
always seems to be National and
Regional brewers, and is usually only in
one direction. As we have pointed out
before, micro brewers, once they have

established a beer, rarely seem to alter
its strength.
Poor Barley Harvest Forecast
The low spring rainfall across the south
of England, East Anglia and much of
Western Europe is likely to hit this
year's barley harvest very hard, leading
to higher prices for the cereal, and
possible consequential increases in the
price of beer. The Home Grown
Cereals Authority predicts that in the
UK it will be the worst in more than 40
years, while the NFU expects that the
loss in the east of England, renowned
for the quality of its malting barley,
could be anywhere between 20% and
50% of the harvest. Teddy Maufe who
grows Maris Otter barley, and runs the
successful Real Ale Shop, on his farm
in Wells-next-the-Sea in north Norfolk
said it was easily the worst since 1976.
Speaking earlier in the summer he
said: “The highest quality malting
barley is grown on light land which is
obviously even more prone to lack of
moisture. I believe we could achieve, at
best, half a crop in terms of yield, if and
this is a big if, if we got good rains
every ten days from now until harvest.
Wars of the Roses
As well as saying goodbye to Tetley's,
Yorkshire is also witnessing a dispute
over the use of its white rose emblem
by two of the county's brewers – 250
year old Samuel Smith of Tadcaster
and 25 year old microbrewer Cropton
from Ryedale. Samuel Smith has been
using the white rose as a trademark for
some forty years, but more recently
Cropton started including the symbol in
the labelling of Yorkshire Warrior Ale,
proceeds from which go help wounded
soldiers from the county's regiment.
Both parties are claiming damages
from the other and the matter went to
court in July. Cropton argue that the
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New 2011 Opening Hours.
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday:
11am to 11.30pm
Tuesday 5.30pm to 11.30pm, Sunday 11.30am to 11pm
Web: www.theberrywalmer.co.uk

Canada Road, Walmer, Kent,
CT14 7EQ

Tel. 01304 362411
Email. Berry_walmer@hotmail.co.uk
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white rose is widely used by a variety of
companies and organisations including
Leeds United FC, and Samuel Smith
that its similarity in a related business
could only lead to confusion.
Treasury Rules Out VAT Cut
As we go to print we hear that the
Coalition Government has apparently
refused to consider a cut in VAT for
food and drink served in pubs and
restaurants (one of CAMRA's current

objectives – see Save Pubs Campaign
page 4) . Whilst other EU countries
such as France and Ireland have seen
the benefit of such a cut to boosting
trade in the hospitality and tourism
industries and increasing jobs, the UK
Government claims that there is no
compelling evidence that there will be a
benefit, and that the “fiscal challenge”
is too great – i.e. can't be bothered,
don't care, or we know best?

ROBIN BASFORD
by Martin Atkins

R

obin Basford, who died earlier this year, a few weeks before his 78th birthday
was one of the branches more vibrant and colourful personalities.

I first knew Robin in the late 1980s when we both played in quiz teams for the
White Horse. A piano tuner by profession, he was erudite and cultured, with extensive interests and knowledge. He was particularly good on natural history, especially insects and reptiles, and of course music, of all types where, with the exception of more recent pop, few questions would stump him. He was himself a very
good pianist and over the years played with various local bands. He also possessed a good technical mind, and when younger built his own radio sets and
earned a living repairing televisions.
Robin was always good company, with a great wealth of anecdotes and stories,
which he would relate most entertainingly, even those we had heard before. Despite various problems at different times he always displayed an enthusiasm for
life and whatever it had to offer. In CAMRA, until recently, he played an active
role, taking minutes at branch meetings and helping to run the White Cliffs Festival
of Winter Ales. He was also very much involved with the International Lions organisation and their fund raising activities.
In later years Robin's health was not good and he suffered several strokes of varying severity. Nevertheless, until a couple of years ago he would still turn up for our
fortnightly Tuesday quiz at the Louis Armstrong to ask us the set of sixty questions
he had prepared. “Good to see you, Martin” he would say, I found him always a
warm person. Neither was he without a measure of self deprecation: his standard
answer-phone response would start, “Hello, this is the ancient wandering piano
tuner....”
Robin died quietly at home one Tuesday afternoon in May. He had returned from
the pub and fell asleep in his chair, and did not wake up. He will be greatly
missed.
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Varying selection of Real Ales including
Harvey’s Sussex, Adnams Bitter, Timothy Taylor Landlord,
Badger, Wadworths 6X & Hop Back Summer Lightning
Monday to Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Opening Times
11.30 - 3.00 5.30 -11.00
11.30 - 3.00 6.00 - 11.00
12.00 - 4.00 Closed

Food Served 12.00-2.30 6.30-9.30 Monday to Friday
12.00-2.00 6.30-9.30 Saturday
12.00-2.30 Sunday
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The Fox
High Street Temple Ewell, Tel 01304 823598
Steve & Alyson would like to welcome you to The
Fox
Open for lunch 12-2 and dinner 7-9
Opening hours 11.30-3.30 6-11 Mon to Sat
12-4 & 7-11 Sunday
Sunday Carvery 2 courses £8.95 Please book
DEAL, DOVER & SANDWICH CAMRA BRANCH
PUB OF THE YEAR 2005

Listed in the 2011 CAMRA Good Beer Guide
Small parties catered for.

Play area. Children welcome

Welcome to

Ladywell, Dover
Tel 01304 203300
Victorian Freehouse & Restaurant
Open All Day 7 Days a week
Restaurant and Snack Menu available every day except Monday
5 en-suite letting rooms
Live Entertainment

Real Ales: Shepherd Neame Spitfire, Adnams
plus Guest
All the essence of a village pub in
Dover Town Centre
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RAMBLINGS
& RUMBLINGS
Sun 24 April – Unicorn Bekesbourne Beer Festival: Plenty of beer choice but
stuck to Abigale Samphire. My first visit, excellent atmosphere, lots of families and
kids, plenty of entertainment. Nice to take refuge indoors at back of pub though!
Sat 30 April – Chequer Inn Beer Fest: (Bateman’s Willy’s Crown Jewels, Nelson
Splice the Mainbrace, Nelson’s Blood, Dark Star Hophead, Phoenix Arizona,
Thornbridge Ashford Old Rosie, Midnight Special Perry) Rather quiet Sat afternoon, but with such a plethora of bank holidays just how long can people go on
making merry? And pay for the privilege! Mine Host Richard reported trade steady
on Royal Wedding day. But most punters drank Fosters, despite his best efforts.
What does that say about royalists?
Sun 1 May – Fox, Rotary Club Beer Fest: (Elgood’s Pageant Ale, Franklin’s Orig,
Loddon Gravesend Shrimper, Goddards Ale of Wight, Triple F Alton Pride) Ideal
weather ensured perfect atmosphere. Families with young children enjoying garden, little kids fascinated by stream. Must be 4 ins deep - surely should be fenced
off in case anyone gets wet! Fortunately inside of pub remained a relatively peaceful haven for old grumps.
B/H Mon 02 May: No beer today, instead 16 mile Five Churches walk from Chilham. Nice ladies in churches en route provided teas, sandwiches and scones.
Have I seen the light, and changed my ways?
Sat 7 May – Second Fair-weather Walk: Marquis (Incubus, Turbulent Priest –
both @ £3-50, could be worse I suppose!) Elegant country restaurant. Bar staff
polite, but confused by three drinkers ‘rushing’ the bar at once. Some of us window
-shopped food menus. Good turnout, superb weather and scenery hopefully made
up for lack of pubs! 2½ hours later arrived at the Jackdaw (Harveys Best, Spitfire,
Broadside). Nice to sit down at last for more good beer, and meet up with our
Denton members. Then bus to the Phoenix, Canterbury: (Whitstable Reserve,
Crouch Vale Brewer’s Gold, Wantsum Imperium, Lo and Behold – only 2.8% but
excellent, shatters my prejudice that weak beers are piddly). Quiet when we arrived
but busier on leaving around 6.45.
Fri 20 May – Two Sawyers: (Adnams bitter, Cottage Sunbeam Tiger) Approaching
this normally peaceful rural pub at 6pm my musings were interrupted by blood curdling screams emanating from the garden area. Murder re-enactment? No, just a
kiddies’ party over-running apparently. Carpenters Arms: (Seasider, Incubus)
About 8 customers made it seem half full – excellent atmosphere.
Sat 21 May – Elephant, Faversham: (Harviestoun Born to be Mild, Whitstable
EIPA, OD Silvertop, DS Hophead, Dominator, West Country Perry). What an incentive to attend the Kent Quarterly Railfuture meeting, held in back room. Quite an
improvement on the gloomy church halls where they normally meet!
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Dan welcomes you to

THE LEATHER BOTTLE
FREEHOUSE
Great Mongeham, Deal CT14 9PE
01304 375931
Newly refurbished.
Fine Ales & Lagers, Beer Garden, Sky Sports.
Beer bargains every Sunday.
Euchre nights every Friday.
New ale range with two cask ales available
from a variety of regional brewers.
Open
Mon to Fri
5pm to 11pm
Sat
Noon to 11pm
Sun
Noon to 9pm

The Red Lion
Charlton Green, Dover CT16 2PS
Tel 01304 202899

Beautiful beer garden and heated smoking Gazebo
Open all day every day
Harvey’s Sussex Best & Charles Wells Bombardier served
Sky Sports + ESPN

Food served 12-2pm
The Village Pub next door to Dover’s Town Centre
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Thurs 2 June – Charity: (Wantsum Charity’s Secret, Gadds Common Conspiracy). Pub very quiet lunchtime – no longer crowds attracted by bargain priced
meals offered by a previous landlord. Crispin Sandwich: (Gadds Seashells,
Doombar). My first visit in some time. Said hello to new landlady – CAMRA members. Re-opened in May after prolonged refurb. Pleasant décor and atmosphere.
Fri 3 June – Griffin’s Head: (Kent Best MB, Early Bird) “Are you eating? I’ll put it
on a tab”, asked barman, hardly before I’d had a chance to order a drink. Upmarket
and foody though not a bad ambience. Food well prepared and tasty. Quite a few
arrivals as I was leaving about 1pm. Recession? What recession?
Sat 4 June – Boars Head: (Black Sheep, Young's Bitter). Watched second half of
Switzerland game – good beer, good crowd. Wish I’d watched the first half here
too!
Mon 6 June – GBG Sub Committee Meeting. Funky Monkey: (FM Goldcard @
£1-39!). First ever visit here. A bit cheaper than ‘expensive’ Wetherspoons along
the road. Instant service too! Prince Albert, Dover: (Wantsum Dynamo, Bombardier). Busy and noisy on a Monday evening. Bell Lydden: (Cornish Coaster,
Golden Braid, Incubus). First visit here since its re-opening about a month ago.
Impressed with beer range and quality.
Sat 11 June – Third Fair-weather Walk: Red Lion Wingham (London Pride @
£3-70. All time record maybe!!, Greene King IPA). Fitzwalter (Masterbrew). Cheery
welcome here, and good atmosphere in ‘public’ bar. I’m always impressed by the
retention of this bar, the larger room now a restaurant. It seems to work. Griffin’s
Head (Canterbury Jack, Whitstable Bay, MB, SF). The Heavens opened as we
arrived mid afternoon. Nice beer but never quite sure how welcome strangers are
here. Rainy trek across the Bruderhof estate, to find refuge at Royal Oak, Nonington (Bombardier, Doombar). Enough of us grateful to be in the dry, to provide
cheerful atmosphere. No doubt an unexpected mini-bonanza for mine host
Tues 28 June – Archer: (Betty Stoggs) Pub fairly busy early evening with drinkers,
also eaters, several locals opting to ‘eat out’ on a warm evening. Kittywake:
(Wychwood Ginger Beerd, Ringwood best, Pedigree) “That’s a cask ale with ginger
flavour” explained helpful barmaid “We’ve had complaints that it doesn’t taste like
ginger beer, you see”
Wed 29 June – Berry: (Oakham Akhanatan + others). Beer named after a pharaoh apparently. Thus ensued a higher tone of pub conversation than we usually
get. Landlord Chris deftly ejected large unwelcome visitor (Mummy? – Ed) with the
help of an empty glass and Channel Draught. But if you’re a human reading this,
make a beeline for the Berry too!

Stroller
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HOPDAEMON BREWEY
BEER OF THE FESTIVAL AWARD PRESENTATION

T

hursday April 21st fell in that period of unusually warm spring weather that
helped to push the nation's gardens into bloom weeks early. It was also the
appointed day for the Deal, Dover, Sandwich and District Branch of CAMRA to present Tonie Prins and the Hopdaemon Brewery with the certificate for the Beer of
the Festival at this year’s White Cliffs Festival of Winter Ales. The beer in question
being Green Daemon which had subsequently gone on to win silver in early March
at the SIBA's National Beer Competition (see Channel Draught Spring 2011).
Mid morning, and a contingent from the branch met up in the Market Square Dover
where a minibus had been arranged for the journey to the brewery at Newnham,
south of Faversham. After stopping on the way, to pick up other branch members
and a small group from Swale Branch, at about midday the bus pulled into the
brewery yard behind the church. We were warmly received by Tonie, and were
soon enjoying a selection of Hopdaemon's excellent brews drawn straight from the
barrel – Golden Braid, Incubus and Green Daemon itself.
Unlike many micros, Hopdaemon Brewery is not confined to a unit on an industrial estate but occupies a couple of farm
style outbuildings, in a quiet downland
village. The brewery shares the tranquility of its surroundings, and on first arrival
only the presence of a few barrels by the
entrance suggests that this is a brewery:
in fact the thought crosses one's mind
that this might be the wrong place, that
brewing might well at some time been
carried on here, but had now moved
somewhere else. Of course once inside
all doubts are dispelled. The buildings
are substantial and sufficient in height to
allow a partial first floor to have been
installed, while an array of barrels, tanks
and pipework confirm that this is very
much a working brewery.

Tonie Prins of Hopdaemon receives the
Beer of the Festival Certificate from Dave
Gree, Festival Organiser

Festival Organiser, Dave Green, presented Tonie with his certificate, and
Tonie outlined to us something of the
brewing process and a description of
Hopdaemon's ales. Asked about the obvious absence of a dark beer, Tonie said
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that if he ever had a bit of spare time he might look at developing one: although
such is the demand for his beers it’s probably not an imminent prospect. Some of
us were also surprised to learn that the brewery had only been running for about
ten years, so established a part of East Kent does Hopdaemon now seem.
A most enjoyable couple of
hours then ensued. Brews Hopdaemon hospitality
were compared and contrasted, and conversation
naturally turned to talk of
beer, brewing and pubs. All
too soon, however, watches
were being consulted and
last pints squeezed in, as the
time for departure rapidly
approached. At 2.30, leaving
Hopdaemon to carry on its
admirable work in the warm
spring sunshine, we clambered back aboard the bus,
and set off on the return trip to Dover, a journey which for some seemed to pass
surprisingly quickly, leaving not a lot of recollection.

Martin Atkins
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THE DOVER WAR MEMORIAL PROJECT
Summer 2011 - update

A

s reported in our Spring edition, for the second year running the charity donation from the White Cliffs Festival of Winter Ales went to the Dover War Memorial Project, and at a presentation in Blakes on May 25th the organisation received
a cheque for £500 from the Deal, Dover, Sandwich and District Branch of CAMRA.
Writing to us in June,
Marilyn Stephenson-Knight receives the cheque from
Martin Atkins
Marilyn Stephenson-Knight
from the DWMP thanked
the branch for its support:
“We are very grateful indeed! And very grateful too
for the super company and
for your friendship!” she
said. “There was a report in
the Dover Express too, and
in the Dover Mercury –
great news, and all helps to
spread the word of the good things you do. We had a lovely evening at Blakes, at
the presentation, which our supporters also enjoyed, and it was super of you to
arrange it. We're looking forward to the next Beer Festival – the White Cliffs Festival is a cracker!”
Marilyn also wrote a piece about our donation for the project newsletter, From The
Front, of which the following is a shortened version.
“Our good friends at the Campaign for Real Ale, Deal Dover Sandwich, and District
branch, CAMRA-DDS decided for the second year running to make a donation
from the proceeds of the White Cliffs Winter Beer Festival to the DWMP. Last year,
CAMRA-DDS’s donation came in the nick of time. The DWMP is a voluntary organisation, consisting of just two people, run with great support from many volunteers and helpers, and totally dependent on donations to continue. We were down
to our last few pounds in the kitty when, in a wonderful surprise, CAMRA-DDS presented us with a cheque. It enabled us to do the necessary research and preliminary work to apply for a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund for the 90th Anniversary of the Unknown Warrior project. This bid was successful; the Unknown Warrior project phenomenally so, with hundreds of young people across Kent and into
London learning about their local Fallen, the meaning of their war memorials, and
the deep significance of Remembrance. The Unknown Warrior project still continues, and there is much more good news to come. Without the support of CAMRADDS the 90th Anniversary of the Unknown Warrior commemorations could not
have happened. CAMRA-DDS’s donation this year will be put to equally good use
– the DWMP already have a number of plans, including a further educational project! Thank you, CAMRA-DDS.”
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THE UNICORN
Bekesbourne Hill
Bekesbourne
Canterbury, Kent CT4 5ED
Tele: 01227 830210
www.pubunicorn.com
(200yards from Bekesbourne Station - one stop
from Canterbury East)

Martin and Shirley welcome you
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serving only Kentish ales
Home-cooked quality food using fresh local produce
1st Monday of every month - Curry Night (booked only)
Tuesday Nights - Steak Specials
Wednesday Nights - Quiz
Thursday Night - Games Night (Summer months Bat &Trap)
Sunday Nights - Folk and acoustic music
Mike & Ena would like to welcome you to the

The Kings Head
204 Wincheap, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3RY
Tel & Fax 01227 462885
Friendly traditional 15th century oak beamed inn
CAMRA 2010 Good Beer Guide Entry – 3 Star En-Suite Bed & Breakfast
Wide range of snacks and meals served lunchtimes and evenings – Sunday Roast
Real Ales - Harveys Sussex Best – Greene King IPA – plus Guest Beer
Goachers, Westerham & Old Dairy regularly available

Selection of pub games plus darts and bar billiards – Bat & Trap pitch
Sky Sports - Secluded outdoor drinking area at rear - Heated smoking shelter
Available for small functions and meetings
Close to the city centre and Canterbury East Railway Station - Public car park nearby
Open Mon - Thur 12 till 2.30 and 4.45 till 12
Friday and Saturday 12 till 12 – Sunday 12 till 11.30

Email: thekingshead@wincheap.wanadoo.co.uk
http://www.smoothhound.co.uk/hotels/thekingshead.html
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CHANNEL VIEW
A NEW BEGINNING Elsewhere in this
edition Paul Skelton bemoans the closure of so many pubs, and rightly asks
why we are allowing so much of our
heritage to be destroyed. However, even
for those that do not fall to the developer's bulldozer or the flat conversion
things are often far from rosy. The emphasis on food, which much of the industry see as the future, often challenges the very term public house, turning some pubs into little more than a
restaurant with a bar, while too many
appear content to remain characterless
and anonymous with little association
with the local community. There are
however some glimmers of light, some
signs that we may be approaching the
end of a rather grim tunnel, and may be
witnessing a new beginning. While the
number of pubs will be fewer, food undoubtedly important, and the drinks-led
pub no longer the dominant model, there
is every indication of a very good future
for pubs which care about their community and in particular place an emphasis
on the quality of their beer.
While CAMRA members may have for
long sought out such pubs and beers,
the industry all too often has appeared
content to adhere to the philosophy of
pre-CAMRA days, plying us with lowest
common denominator brews and food to
match. However, in 2007 there appeared one of the first examples of the
new approach, when Everards launched
its groundbreaking Project William,
named after the brewery's founder. The
scheme was very simple. Everards buys
an up-for-sale pub, usually something
dilapidated and destined for change of
use or demolition, and, after renovation

leases it to a smaller brewer with no tie,
save that it sells their flagship brew
Tiger. The first project, the Greyhound
in Newcastle-under-Lyme, some four or
so years ago, in conjunction with local
micro Titanic, has now grown to twenty
plus in partnership with a dozen breweries.
However, while proving successful,
Project William remained low profile.
Not so last year's agreement between
Enterprise and Derbyshire's far from
publicity shy Thornbridge. The deal
involved Sheffield's run down Highcliffe
Hotel (briefly reported on in our winter
issue), a premises described as surviving only by virtue of a handful of dedicated local customers. Rejuvenated,
and renamed the Greystones, and free
of tie except for kegged lager and Guinness, Thornbridge has been given a
free hand to run the pub and sell its
own real ales, plus a variety of bottled
beers from around the world. Initial
trading has proved a great success,
both for brewery and pubco. Thornbridge has not only sold 25,000 pints of
their own ale in two months, (half of the
pub's sales), but also 8,000 pints of
Becks Vier, far more than Enterprise
would ever have shifted from the old
Highcliffe Hotel. Apparently, Enterprise
are now busily seeking similar agreements elsewhere: already a deal has
been arranged with Dark Star of West
Sussex, and the pubco is working with
Siba to identify other suitable candidates.
Another growing trend has been communities running their own pubs. At
Stowting, between Folkestone and
Ashford, the Tiger has been owned by
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a group of locals for many years, and
has recently been joined by the nearby
Farrier's Arms at Mersham, where also
a brewery has now been installed. Further away in Lincolnshire, as we reported in our Spring edition, the local
community in Cherry Willingham has
leased the Cherry Tree from Punch
Taverns. Additionally, a new phenomenon has appeared, the micro pub. We
have three or four locally in other
Branch areas, and as we report in Local News, now the prospect of one
opening in Deal. Meanwhile, as Paul
also points out, craft brewing is moving
forward by leaps and bounds. In Kent
the number of micro-breweries has
more than doubled over the last couple
of years, with the prospect of at least
one further opening shortly in our very
own Branch Area.
Pubs, beer and brewing are currently in
metamorphosis, and that is not without
pain. However as one local real ale
drinker is regularly wont to point out:
we might regret many of the changes
and the disappearance of so many
pubs, but when it finally all gets sorted
out, we will have fewer but far better
pubs, and far, far better beer.
GLOBALISATION In the June edition
of What's Brewing, CAMRA's monthly
magazine, long time campaigner Roger
Protz warns about the increasing concentration of power among international
brewers, and what this might portend
for craft brewing. 50% of world beer
production is accounted for by just four
companies – AB InBev, SABMiller, Heineken and Carlsberg – and in 2010
their sales fell by 2.3%. According to
the Economist the economies of scale
are such that further concentration in
ownership is a definite possibility. Why,
you might well ask, should this be of
concern to real ale drinkers in a country
increasingly turning to small and local

brewers? Simply, because with falling
demand for their mass produced products, the global brewers do not want to
be excluded from that part of the beer
market with the greatest growth – craft
brewing. Roger cites the recent takeover of Sharp's by Molson Coors and in
America of Goose Island by AB InBev,
as examples of global brewers flexing
their muscles in this direction, and
global brewers are just what it says on
the box, global. They might be prepared
to tailor their products for a particular
market, but that market is likely to be at
the very least national, and national
brands tend to require compromises
and costs cut to the bone.
According to the Economist, to counteract the supermarkets' squeezing of
margins on big packaged brands, the
larger brewers are busy recruiting senior personnel from consumer goods
businesses, whose remit will be to sell
premium beer like up-market detergents. Sounds familiar? Wasn't this
where we came in, nationally branded
beers being sold like soap powder?
Except of course, we don't now have
the obvious and simple distinction between keg and cask. And here of
course, has always been CAMRA's
Achilles heel. While the terms cask conditioned and real ale define the treatment of beer once brewed, the campaign has been comparatively mute
concerning how it is brewed and what
goes into it. Over the years there has
been a procession of dubious and
sometimes dreadful brews, all claiming
our attention because they conform to
the definition real ale. Perhaps, if we
are to protect what craft brewing has
achieved over recent years, CAMRA
should be expanding its interest to encompass the whole brewing process,
not just how its product is delivered in
the pub.
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REAL ALE TRAIL
A coastal trek from Deal to Dover

T

he 10 mile stretch of coast between Deal and Dover is well-marked as part of
both the Saxon Shore Way and White Cliffs Country Trail. While the walk is
challenging in places, there are some excellent pubs serving real ale en route
which make it worthwhile. With a walking time of around 3-4 hours, a late morning
start is recommended to reach The Coastguard at the halfway point for lunch.
Starting at Deal Pier, there are a number of sea-view
The Bohemian, Deal
contenders for a warm-up pint. The Bohemian has appeared in a number of recent Good Beer Guides (GBG),
offering a selection of real ales and European bottled
beers; while Dunkerley's makes its début in 2011 with
their well-kept regular of St. Austell Tribute.
With some easy walking along the seafront, it’s not long
before Walmer is reached. A quick excursion from the
coast is recommended here – take a right on to Canada
Road at the end of the shopping parade and The Berry
soon comes into view. Between the beer pump clips and
CAMRA accolades, Chris is rapidly running out of room
on the walls – earning CAMRA Branch Pub of the Year
(POTY) in 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011, as well as East
Kent Pub of the Year 2011. The pub is also known for its
dedication to cider, earning CAMRA Cider POTY for
Kent in 2010, and subsequently becoming a National
Finalist. A number of beer festivals are run during the year, and live music is regularly played in the bar – check out their website for more information:
www.theberrywalmer.co.uk
Returning to the trail, a further gentle walk along the beach footpath leads to
Kingsdown (two miles or so). Here, the choice can be made between the beachlocated Zetland Arms – offering sea
The Zetland Arms, Kingsdown
views and a selection of four Shepherd
Neame and Greene King ales (of late
Harveys Sussex has replaced Greene
King IPA – Ed); or a short detour inland
to the Rising Sun or King's Head. The
former, lying on the main route from
Deal normally stocks a well kept pint
from one of the national brands. For the
latter, walk past the Rising Sun and
follow the road as it turns steeply right
into Upper Street. Continue up for sev-
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eral hundred yards and the King's Head lies on your left. It sells three real ales with
some excellent guest choices.
The easy walking behind, a climb up to the exposed cliff-top affords some stunning
views across the Channel and back to Deal. Undulating grassy footpaths for a further couple of miles lead to the stark needle-shaped war memorial, with a choice of
following either the cliff-edge footpath or road to St Margaret’s Bay. (The cliffs here,
apparently also being one of the best places to see the recently re-established
peregrine falcons – Ed) If choosing the road, take the steps back down to the footpath just before the Granville Apartments – these then lead down to the bay itself,
where the hidden gem of The Coastguard can be found.
Serving lunch daily from 12.30 to
2.45pm, a wide range of excellent
locally-sourced food is available.
This is accompanied by a selection
of three regularly-changing guest
ales, continental bottled and
draught beers, real cider and an
eclectic mix of fine malt whiskies
and wines. More information – including which ales are currently in
the cellar – can be found at their
website: www.thecoastguard.co.uk The Coastguard, St Margarets Bay

THE
GUILDHALL
42 The Bayle, Folkestone
Tel. 01303 251393

Stuart and Gilly
welcome you to
our traditional family run pub.
Four Real Ales - Good Pub Food.
Open 12 Noon-11pm Mon-Thu
12 Noon - Midnight Fri & Sat
12 Noon - 10:30pm Sunday
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Suitably refreshed, the trail continues onwards and upwards along tracks to the
South Foreland Lighthouse, then cross-country to Dover. Paths are wellsignposted, but on reaching a choice of many routes close to the radio masts, ensure one of the upper options is taken. (The lower path appears to lead to a deadend – requiring quite a detour to get back up to the cliff-top.)
As the last of the sea views become dominated by the port, the by-now tarmacked
footpath leads into East Cliff, some three or four miles from St Margaret's Bay.
Gone are the time when this part of the town offered a choice of three or four bars
and pubs open to the public – just twenty years ago too. The sole remnant is now
Shepherd Neame's First & Last in the back road below the cliffs, where Master
Brew is normally available. Continuing into Dover there are half a dozen or so real
ale outlets at this end of the town, but for the purpose of this trail we shall visit just
three. Following the A20, turn right at the leisure centre, and two hundred yards
further on the centuries old White Horse stands next to the path leading up to the
castle, its bar walls covered with
details of cross channel swims. The
Blakes, Castle Street, Dover
pub offers four real ales, several
ciders, and food throughout the
day, At the rear a short flight of
steps leads up to a unique first floor
level garden. Back on the street at
the next traffic lights turn down into
Castle Street, and a short distance
along on the left hand side is
Blakes of Dover. CAMRA Branch
POTY in 2006 and a regular in the
Good Beer Guide, the cellar bar
offers a cosy place to enjoy their
selection of well-kept guest ales
and ciders – complete with a fire for
the winter and patio garden for the
summer.
A final stroll along Castle Street to the Market Square and the pedestrianised high
street on the left leads to the Eight Bells. This Wetherspoons pub made its GBG
début in 2010, and offers up to a dozen real ales at a time – at ‘spoons renowned
good value. With its central location, both the railway and bus stations are easily
accessible to transport weary legs home.
So, the next time the weather is fine, why not give the Deal to Dover real ale trail a
go? Good views, good food, and above all, good ale!

Stuart Field
(We suggest checking opening times before embarking on walk – e.g. Berry closed
daytime Tuesday and Kings Head closed daytime weekdays and Sat afternoon)
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The Golden Hind
85, Beach Street,
Deal, Kent, CT14 7JB
We pay top prices for antiquarian and good quality
and rare second hand books, in particular
LOCAL BOOKS; ANTIQUARIAN; MARITIME;
EARLY BIBLES etc.
This famous old bookshop, situated opposite the Royal Hotel, has
been a source of interesting books for over 30 years

Phone/fax: 01304 375086
E-mail: Mcconnellbooks@aol.com
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BY BUS TO
BEER FESTIVALS
M

ay is a great time of year because of the number of beer festivals held over
the Spring Bank Holiday weekend. This year we visited four in and around
the Deal, Dover and Sandwich Branch area: Crabble Corn Mill, Dover; the New
Inn, Havelock Street, Canterbury; the Haywain, Bramling and the Crown Inn,
Finglesham. So we thought it would be fun to put together a beer festival crawl by
public bus using Stagecoach’s Day Explorer ticket which gives unlimited travel in
Kent and East Sussex for just £5.80*
We started by getting a bus form Deal to the
Crabble Corn Mill Beer festival which is
probably one of the biggest and best beer
festivals in our branch (after the White Cliffs
Festival of Winter Ales of course!). Here we
had a choice of over 45 real ales, all from
local breweries, and ciders set in the grounds
of the mill. We got there early and set about
trying out the excellent range of beers, accompanied by very good burgers from the
BBQ. Music was provided by the Ramblin’
The Crabble Corn Mill Festival
Boys playing in one of the nearby marquees.
The beer I particularly liked was Goacher’s Special Accountancy Ale, sponsored
appropriately enough by a chartered accountants company. We chucked the day’s
schedule out of the window as we decided to stay on for an extra pint before leaving to catch the 15 to Canterbury and the New Inn, Havelock Street.
This pub is just 10 -15 minutes walk from Canterbury city centre and is set in a terraced row of houses. You enter the pub into a small traditional bar/snug. A long
conservatory, with two offset rooms, leads out the
Outside the New Inn
back through to the garden, which was packed with
customers and morris dancers. This is where the
beer festival and BBQ was located. The range of
beers wasn’t quite as extensive as Crabble Mill but
featured an excellent pint of Thwaite’s Wainwright
Ale. There was also a surprisingly good pint of
Greene King IPA available from the bar itself.
Having two more beer festivals to go, we left the
New Inn and walked past Christchurch College and
along the back of the prison to pick up the bus which
would take us to the Haywain. The Haywain is a
fantastic pub located in Bramling, just outside Wingham. A former Pub of the Year, it is a welcoming
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15th Century
Pub and
Restaurant
with
4 Star
accommodation
****

Come and enjoy a pint of real ale with a choice of Gadds
plus three other regularly changing cask ales
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

Large garden, conservatory and barbeque patio
Ideal for wedding receptions - large marquee
Coaches welcomed by appointment
Children's play area. Baby changing room
Daily changing specials board featuring local
produce, as well as our comprehensive bar and
à la carte menus, all our veg home grown in Worth
Air conditioned restaurant & conservatory
Accommodation with 6 rooms, all en-suite
Wifi internet

Monday-Saturday 12 - 2.30pm & 6pm - 11pm
Sunday 12 - 4.30pm (to 9.30pm during summer months)
St. Crispin Inn, The Street, Worth, Nr Deal, Kent
Telephone: 01304 612081
www.stcrispininn.com
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pub offering up to four real ales and great
food in a traditional pub atmosphere. The
beer festival is held in a large marquee,
erected over the pub’s Bat & Trap pitch, and
is perhaps one of my favourite festivals held
in the area. Thirty real ales and ciders are
available and it features real ales from local
breweries as well as ones further afield.
The Crown Inn Beer Festival
Our final stop was to my local’s beer festival
– The Crown Inn, Finglesham. This was the
smallest beer festival of the day with just eight beers on tap, but like the Haywain
this featured beers from local breweries and elsewhere and a particularly good pint
of Moorhouse’s Black Cat. And, so our beer festival tour ended.

I had been asked why we were touring these beer festivals. “Why not just stay at
one beer festival and enjoy their beers?” We’d been to four very different beer festivals, each one showing the character of the owner/landlord and location but all
were great fun. As well as trying lots of beers of different styles and tastes we
were drinking them in very different settings.
A Family Explorer for £10.00 is available, allowing up to 2 adults and 3 children to
travel as a group

Tony Wells
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Across
1. & 2. Down 1969 hit by The Kinks (6,2,1,5,9)
9 . Enjoy to the full (6)
10. Imple.ment used to remove the centre of a
fruit (5)
12. That which is lost when one has no more
tolerance(8)
13. American name for sweet potato (3)
14. British organisation producing detailed
cartography (8,6)
19. Trading on the stock market with an unfair
advantage (7,7)
24. Basque separatist movement (3)
25. Rich white sauce (8)
27 Recess with domed roof at the Eastern
end of a church.
28. Epic poem set during the Trojan War (5)
29. An unknown author (6)
30. 1968 hit by The Hollies, also mentioned in
Lily the Pink by The Scaffold (8,6)
Down
2.
3.
4.

see 1 Across
Dull, boring and wishy-washy (7)
A member of Oxford University (7)

5. Brother of Moses and founder of the priesthood of ancient Israel (5)
6. Fictitious spy agency in a mid-sixties TV
series, starring Robert Vaughan and David
McCallum (5)
7. Margot Fonteyn’s dance partner, originally
from Irkutsk (7)
8. From a city in the West Midlands (6)
15. Gesture of acknowledgement (3)
16. British detectives (3)
17. The address of an Internet page (3)
18. ……… Reel – a Scottish dance for four
couples (9)
19. Peninsula in South West Europe, containing
Spain and Portugal (6)
20. Coast (7)
21. Member of a West African people of Ghana,
Togo and Benin (3)
22. Be filled with love or admiration (7)
23. Relating to the Moslem religion (7)
25. Former state of South West Germany,
whose chief city was named after it twice! (5)
26. Strip of metal foil released in the air to
obstruct radar detection (5)

Answers on Page 61
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WHAT IS GOING ON?
Paul Skelton looks at the current trend that
sees pubs closing but breweries opening
Here is a question for you all; “What building, can you see today, that was serving
the public with the same type of merchandise 100 years ago, or even 200, 300,
400 years ago? Apart from a church that doesn’t really sell anything, the answer
has to be an Inn.
What heritage we have here in Great Britain with our Public Houses and Inns,
where we can still find the likes of well-established businesses, for want of a better
word, that have been supplying the public with food, refreshment, shelter and entertainment for as far back as records will let us view. So why oh why are so many
shutting up.? We have a huge heritage here and
seem to be throwing it away!

The White Horse, Dover

One of the oldest public houses in Dover still
serving is said to be the White Horse. Records go
back to 1791, but before that the very same building was referred to as the City of Edinburgh and
this started off as two houses being converted
into one as early as the mid 18th century. Records tend to be a bit vague this early unfortunately. But is it the earliest?

The Golden Lion must also be a contender
The Golden Lion, Dover
for the oldest surviving pub in Dover, having
seen it mentioned as far back as 1748, but
spelt Lyon. Unfortunately without a definite
address, this may not be the Lion we see
today. The present building was definitely
serving ale in 1846. The Cinque Port Arms,
was mentioned in 1823, and before that, possibly called the Coach and Horses, in 1791 –
records would probably show it to be even
earlier if they exist. (I seem to recall that
when alterations were done about twenty
years ago a 17th fireplace was uncovered – Ed.) The Eagle, present building 1840,
once called the Denmark Arms and latterly the Old Irish Times is pretty old as well,
but its site was preceded by the Black Horse mentioned in 1805. A very popular
pub, being in a place where they used to hang the criminals just across the road
outside.
Of course further up the road, the Bull, at Buckland, was serving beer in 1823 and
possibly called the Three Horse Shoes and even the Rose before that. Records do
show that in 1545 a Rose Inn with 12 beds and stabling was operating, unfortu-
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nately no definite address. Is this perhaps
the oldest surviving public house in the
district?
Some of the country pubs also have a farreaching history. The Five Bells at Eastry
can be traced back to as early as 1675;
the Crown at Finglesham to 1764; The
Fitzwalter Arms at Goodnestone, then
called the Bridges Arms dates back to
1589; The Three Horse Shoes, Great
Mongeham, 1662; the Black Robin at
Kingston earlier than 1740; and the Bell at
Lydden also probably earlier than 1740 as
well – I am still hoping to find documentation showing that. The Five Bells at Ringwould was mentioned as early as 1784;
and of course Sandwich still boasts the
Admiral Owen, 1546; the George and
Dragon 1552; and the King’s Arms, originally called the Queen’s Arms in 1592.

The Bull, Dover

The Five Bells, Ringwould

So great are our public houses that even
when accidents burn them down they are
rebuilt. The Lord Nelson, traced back to

The Sportsman
Freehouse & Restaurant
23 The Street
Sholden
Kent Ct14 0AL
Tel: 01304 374973
Family Restaurant
Luxury En-Suite Rooms
New Function Room
Now licensed for Weddings and Civil Ceremonies
Open:
Mon - Fri 11.30 - 3 & 6.30 -Close
Sat - Open All Day
Sun - 12 Noon - 5
Janice & Jamie Coleman
www.thesportsmansholden.com
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1805, destroyed by fire in 1872 was rebuilt as we see it today. The Castle Inn at
Ewell Minnis burnt down at the turn of the 20th century to be rebuilt as the New
Castle around 1902. The Yew Tree at Barfrestone also burnt down in 1923 was
rebuilt on the same site shortly afterwards. The Bell at Shepherdswell originally
built in the 1850s, almost totally destroyed by fire in 2006 has been rebuilt and is
still serving the public.
Other public houses are demolished deliberately and spring up again on a nearby
site. The Dublin Man of War in River, originally built in 1838, was so popular that
when it was demolished for road improvements a new one was built around about
1907 in a slightly different location, and the unfortunately now closed Salutation,
has it roots possibly going back to 1100 under the guise of the Annunciation, when
demolished again for road improvements in 1963 it was rebuilt a few doors away.
Unfortunately this second one closed in 1983 and ended up as a building society.
So great is our heritage in the public house or inn, that I cannot understand why we
are allowing such history to be wiped from our country. They are closing only to be
transformed into flats or shops, never to serve the public again. Local pubs such as
the Engineer 1865-2007, or the Prince of Orange 1840-2008, or worst still pubs
that are totally demolished for the same reason, such as the King Lear, 1937-2007,
just what would Shakespeare make of it? The Primrose Hall 1857-2005, the Chequers at Hougham 1740-2006 and the Royal Oak at Whitfield 1847-2008. What the
devil is going on? Why are so many closing and being bulldozed or converted?

OPEN ALL DAY

CASK ALE OF THE WEEK
ONLY

£2.70A PINT

FUN AND FRIENDLY
QUIZ NIGHT EVERY MONDAY
~ 8PM START ~
NEW TEAMS ALWAYS WELCOME
FOOD SERVED 7 DAYS A WEEK

RIVER, NR DOVER
TEL: 01304 822016
CHECK US OUT ON
WWW.SUPPORTYOURLOCAL.COM
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Especially when you consider that Whitfield has just “opened” our area’s newest
pub, the Kittiwake in May 2010.
It is certainly a very strange world indeed when according to CAMRA Feb 2010
public houses are still closing at a rate of 39 a month, (just how many have we
left?) although down from 57 a month in 2007. Another statistic I would like to put
to you is that 61 new breweries opened in 2008, another 59 in 2009 and 88 in
2010. Kent alone saw two new breweries open in 2009, the popular Wantsum
Brewery at Hersden and Moodley’s Brewery at Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells; followed
in 2010 by another six opening – the Farrier’s Arms Brewery, at Mersham, Ashford;
the Tonbridge Brewery at Tonbridge; the Abigale Brewery, in Ashford; the Canterbury Brewery at Chartham; the Tunbridge Wells Brewery in Tunbridge Wells; and
the Old Dairy Brewery in Rolvenden. Since then at least two more have opened
with the expectation of a further one later this year in Dover itself.
Someone please explain to me just “What is going on?” Before long we will have
more breweries than public houses and our history will be turned on its head. Does
this make sense to you?

Paul Skelton
For the history of the pubs in Dover and District visit www.Dover-Kent.Com

THE
HAYWAIN
Traditional Country Pub
Top Quality Real Ale
Award Winning Home Cooked Food
Roast on Sunday - Booking Advised
LARGE CAR PARK & BUS STOP OPPOSITE BEER GARDEN

BRAMLING CANTERBURY CT3 1NB
Tel: 01227 720676

Email: thehaywain@hotmail.co.uk
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Getting to Know

THE RAMSGATE BREWERY

A

quote from the brewery’s own publicity, is as good an introduction as any:
“Lois and Eddie Gadd set up this brewing business in the back of a smoky
Ramsgate boozer in 2002, trying their hardest to deliver fresh, tasty local beer to
the pubs of East Kent. They eventually expanded production in 2006 when a move
was made to their own building, and again in 2010 when a new brewery was built”.
Ramsgate Brewery have come a long way,
not merely from Ramsgate to Broadstairs
(the boundary between the two towns is
only a few yards down the road from the
brewery), but in terms of volume of trade,
range of beers and growth of their reputation. I visited the brewery in company with
Jeffrey Waller, that stalwart of CAMRA's
Swale Branch and well-known photographer. Eddie set aside half an hour of his
busy day to show us his recently enlarged THe Ramsgate Brewery
brewery, which now employs six people,
and was in a state of frenetic activity. There are three or four brews a week, with a
brew length of fifteen barrels: after approximately one and a half years capacity has
been reached again. 90% of production goes to East Kent outlets. Thorley Taverns, with twenty plus local houses centred on Thanet, are now keen supporters of
Gadd’s beers, a boon for the discerning drinker, Ramsgate Brewery, and presumably also Thorley Taverns. Of the remainder some goes for export, and there is
a flourishing trade with Italy who can’t seem to get enough of Eddie’s beers.
Much of the export trade is for bottles, but some is sent abroad by using containers
known as Key Casks (KeyKeg®). This new invention houses a flexible inner bag
containing beer inside a pressurised PET ball. By pressurising the space between
the bag and the ball the beer is dispensed, and no CO2 or air makes contact with
the beer. An added advantage is that they can be completely filled, unlike conventional casks where the small amount of air that remains after filling, causes the
beer to degrade quicker. However, as they are not reusable and not cheap, this
adds to the overall price of the beer.
What particularly impressed me is that the brewery regularly uses three different
yeast strains, and is experimenting with an additional new strain. Yeast has a tremendous impact on the taste of beers and many breweries have difficulty developing one yeast strain, let alone three. Eddie is one of the innovative school of brewers and very much likes to experiment with different hops, from a diverse range of
countries. He gave us some samples, and the contrast between the aromas of
each was very marked – so intense that I longed to taste beers made from these
varieties. However, he said he would not be brewing single hop beers, as quite a
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few other brewers had done so already, and he wanted to try something different.
More of which, later. Eddie also uses a large variety of malts and I counted no less
than twenty-two in the brewery.
There is a small shop on the premises which is licensed
for off sales. Three handpumps adorn a small bar, two of
which were in use to dispense Gadd’s No.7 and She
Sells Sea Shells. A number of bottled beers from selected breweries are available, as well as those from
Ramsgate Brewery, and prices are competitive with supermarkets. All Ramsgate Brewery beers are bottle conditioned. The shop is open 10.00 - 17.00 Mondays to
Fridays and 10.00 - 13.00 Saturdays, and accepts credit/
debit cards. Should your friendly local landlord wish to
buy his beer from Ramsgate Brewery, they can supply, in
addition to their own beers, a selection form Dark Star,
Moor, Marble, George’s and Thornbridge, amongst oth- Lineup of Gadds Beers
ers.
Future plans include a possible increase in the number of fermenters, which might
require moving the offices, and also moving the cask cold store to another unit to
create space for a bottle cold store. A German green hopped beer is planned: the
Kentish Green Hopped beer having been a great success last year, to which I can
attest, having tried a few pints in Blake’s, Dover.

The Three Cups
59 Crabble Hill Dover CT17 0RX
01304204844
www.thethreecups.co.uk
A Warm Welcome Awaits All
Good selection of Cask Ales always
available - frequently changing range,
includes, Courage, Thwaites, Sharps,
Doombar, Cottage Brewery Ales plus
others.
Fine Wine available
by the glass or bottle
Monday to Fri day 3pm to Close. Sunday 12pm to Close
Bar Snacks available
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After a tour of the brewery Eddie very kindly offered us a sample of the product.
Both Jeffrey and I chose the Sea Shells, which as one would expect, was in first
rate condition and had that clean palate that denotes a well brewed beer. On being
asked if we would like to try something different; to which we assented with alacrity,
Eddie disappeared for a few minutes and re-emerged with a jug of black liquid.
Nectar, Eddie had surpassed himself. This was a strong rich dark brew with an
incredibly smooth palate and a very long finish, and while obviously a beer of high
gravity it was so easy to drink, at least we had no difficulty in so doing. Eddie
thought that it was a little too hoppy. Jeffrey and I disagreed. The malt character
balanced the beer well to my palate, and although the beer had yet to finish its fermentation, it tasted perfect just as it was. It was a dark saison beer, a Belgian style
that uses special yeast.. As far as I know no one has produced a strong black saison before, and we were probably amongst the first people in the world to taste this
beer type. It was not possible to give a strength as fermentation had not finished,
but a guess was 12.5% plus. On being asked the name of the beer Eddie replied,
“Saison Impérial Noir – I have just made that up”. The bad news is that it is for
export! However, when pressed, Eddie did say that he might bottle a small amount.
“What would we like to try next”, he asked, to which the instant re-joinder was,
“another one of those, if we may”.

Roger Marples
welcome to the

WHITE HART
Free House & Restaurant
71 High Street
Hythe
Kent CT21 5AJ
Tel: 01303-238304
email: thewhitehart@hotmail.co.uk
Available beers: Green King IPA, Gadds No.5.
Guest Ales and Cider every week.
Great pub food available
Sunday night entertainment
Sunday lunches 12 - 6pm (advisable to book)
Courtyard bar opening summer 2011
Outside smoking area in 16th century courtyard to the rear.
Opening hours: 12 noon - 11pm Sunday
11am - 11 pm Monday to Thursday
11am - 12 midnight Friday and Saturday
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The Cross, Lower Street, Eastry, Sandwich, Kent CT13 0HX

Tel. 01304 611188

thefivebellseastry@yahoo.co.uk

TRADITIONAL OLD ENGLISH PUB
WARM FRIENDLY WELCOME
OPEN - SUN TO THURS 11AM TO 11.30PM, FRI & SAT 11AM to 1AM
BAR SNACKS & HOME COOKED FOOD ALL DAY
12 - 8.30pm EVERYDAY
REAL ALES - GREENE KING IPA + GUEST ALE
ENTERTAIMENT AT TIMES
FUNCTION ROOM AVAILABLE
BED & BREAKFAST
SUNDAY 28th AUGUST - EASTRY BAND AND BBQ 3pm to 5pm
MONDAY 29th AUGUST - POOL KNOCKOUT
Register by 12 Noon. Start at 12.,30 £100 prize (£5 per person)
SATURDAY 10th SEPTEMBER - DARTS KNOCKOUT Doors Open 11am. Register by 12 noon. Start 12.30pm (£5 per person)
SATURDAY 10th SEPTEMBER - PETER LEE (From The Searchers 8.30pm)
THURSDAY 6th OCTOBER - PSYCHIC NIGHT £15 per reading 7pm start
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THE WARWICK RING
The Beery Boaters 2011
Spring trip

T

his year's Start of the Year Trip saw a return to the Warwick Ring, a route last
undertaken in spring 1999, and a re-acquaintance with boat hirers Willow Wren
of Rugby. For the second time only, we were bereft of the guidance and leadership
of founding father and Hon Commodore (unelected) Jim Green; he being “with hip”,
or perhaps more accurately “without hip” – the same offending joint whose initial
replacement saw him miss the 2007 End of the Year Trip, now proving sufficiently
troublesome to make narrow boating out of the question. He promises though, that
it will all be sorted out over the summer, and that he will be back for normal Beery
Boating in the autumn.
The trip was also to be a commemoration for Philip Simpson, another founder
member of the Beery Boaters who died just before Christmas, and whose obituary,
readers may remember, appeared in the Winter 2010/2011 edition of Channel
Draught. In tribute to his twenty odd years as a crew member we were joined by
several old faces from earlier trips; Peter Broberg, Mike Venton and Philip's brother
Peter, as well as Peter's son Jeremy, a first time Berry Boater but with several
years narrow boating experience.
Accordingly, early afternoon Saturday 30th April, found a small group assembling at
Rugby Wharf, those who had been first to the Peacock and Avon Mill for pre-trip
sustenance decidedly disappointed, the former now a Korean restaurant and the
latter serving only an unremarkable pint of Brew XI. Jim had booked two twelve
berthers, Dipper and Crane, which allowed plenty of space for the crews of respectively eight and six – Martin Atkins, John and Dave Underdown, Terry Easley, Colin
Alanskas, Simon Glover, and Peter and Jeremy Simpson on Dipper; and Martin
Prime, Alan Hodges, Paul Taroni, Peter Broberg, Mike Venton (who was to join us
on Monday) and second newcomer
Hillmorton Locks
Scott Clark on Crane.
Boats
loaded and boatyard run-through
completed, we were away onto the
North Oxford Canal by 2.45 pm in
warm sunshine (the pattern for the
week) for our evening stop at
Braunston.
With just three locks at Hillmorton, it
proved as usual an uneventful and
unremarkable three hours or so.
Also as usual (but to me quite remarkable considering Braunston's
popularity among the boating frater-
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nity) we found mooring just by the first road bridge. Up the hill, past the church and
converted windmill, and we were soon settled in the Old Plough – London Pride,
Doom Bar, Hobgoblin and initially Dartmoor Bitter, until we'd drunk it all. Those of
us who stayed the distance till closing time spend most of the rest of the evening
here; expeditions to the Boathouse and Wheatsheaf proving unrewarding, that to
the latter all too obviously bearing out the rumour that it was now a “youngsters’
pub”.
Sunday May 1st, and we
were now to join the Grand
Union. Our lunch time destination being Long Itchington, some ten miles and
thirteen locks distant, a
standard 6 am start was,
we felt, called for. In point
of fact we were moored up
and at a loose end by
10.30, such are the vagaries of narrow boating.
Despite the stiffness of the
paddle gear the ten lock
Stockton flight was completed in forty five minutes. Long Itchington is an amazing place. A substantial village on the A 423 it defies national trends. Last time we were here it had five pubs;
now there are six, the long closed (but not de-licensed) Buck and Bell having reopened. Additionally, it was May bank holiday weekend and the village was holding
its annual beer festival, its fourth, spread between all six pubs and featuring over
the weekend some 150 real ales – a challenge for even the Beery Boaters, as we
had to be away by mid afternoon. However, between us we got round most of the
pubs and sampled as many beers as time permitted. Of particular note were the
Green Man, remembered for a famous lock-in on the first trip, and still the most
'local' of the six; and the Buck and Bell itself, a surprisingly extensive premises,
with a maze like interior.
The Green Man, Long Itchington

A beautifully fine day, we could
have stayed all afternoon, but
there was an appointment with
the Cape of Good Hope at
Warwick for the evening, and
we left at about 3pm, mooring
opposite the Cape four to five
hours later. Five or six real ales
were available, including the
pub's house beer, Two Locks, a
very quaffable 4% bitter,
brewed especially for them.
Food, though, there wasn't, at Top of the Lapworth flight
least no more than sausage of locks
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rolls and a few rapidly consumed pasties – a fine bank holiday Sunday having
taken its toll. The pub's staff, however, helpfully dug out a selection of take-away
menus, quite happy for us to have food delivered to the pub, so long as we ate on
the boat. Most of us that ate, went for an Indian that was offering a Sunday Night
Special for £7.95: and special it proved, a substantial quantity which lasted some of
us for several days.
Monday dawned bright and cold, and having watered up the night before we were
away at 6am. to tackle the 'infamous' Hatton Flight. As flights go, though, Hatton is
comparatively benign, and with two crews we were at the top in a little over two
hours. We were to meet Mike Venton at midday near the Lapworth link to the Stratford-on-Avon Canal and pushed on, not stopping on this occasion to walk the couple of miles to the old fashioned attractions of the Case is Altered, where in 1999
we had heard of the death of Jill Dando. There must be something about the Beery
Boaters and Monday on the Warwick Ring; this time it brought news of the death of
Osama Bin Laden. Mike was waiting as arranged and having moored up in the link,
we proceeded to the Navigation, which proved not open until midday, it now being
about 11 and the pub still being made ready. However, as we have noted before
two boatloads of thirsty Beery Boaters, is a powerful argument, and we were allowed beer to drink in the garden. Landlord, Tribute and Holdens (which disappeared rapidly) were the choice. The design of the pub's handpumps caught Peter
Simpson's attention. “Gaskell and Chambers, I think?”, he said to the barmaid.
“Dunno,” she said, thinking he was commenting about the beer “It just comes from
the brewery.”

A Warm Welcome from Kate and Barry

THE CARRIERS
ARMS
12 West Street
Dover
CT17 0DU

Under New Management

Open 12 Noon to Late every day
Real Ale
Pints from £2.20

‘CHILLZONE’
CHILLZONE’ 12 - 6 Sundays
Darts & Pool
Phone 077 488 752 66
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A few hours, a few pints and some tasty sandwiches and we were away at about
3pm to transfer onto the Stratford canal and ascend the Lapworth Flight. I had
done this flight on the 1999 trip, but have absolutely no recollection of it, a function
perhaps of a lengthy lunchtime at the Case is Altered and the Cock Horse at Rowington. Anyway, a couple of hours or so, and we were at the top and heading, as
on that occasion, for the Blue Bell Cider House at Warings Green. Mooring here is
not easy: the moorings on the left outside the pub are private, and if occupied, the
canal width insufficient to allow mooring opposite. We were lucky, and able to
squeeze into a small section on the right, just past the bridge. Although a cider
house, the Blue Bell also sells real ale and we had the choice of HPA and Butty
Bach from Wye Valley. In due course a contingent decamped to the nearby Bull's
Head to play dominoes and drink Thwaites.
Tuesday, and with no locks and twelve miles to cover we left leaving until 7am. We
also left breakfast, anticipating arriving in Birmingham with sufficient time to eat on
shore. However moored boats and a meandering canal saw us not arriving until
midday, when the call of ale took precedence. Ignoring, at least initially, our normal
watering hole, the Prince of Wales, most of us headed for Peter Simpson's recommendation, the Wellington in Bennetts Hill, some ten minutes away – and a good
choice it proved, offering a choice of fifteen real ales and ciders. No food is sold but
you are allowed (encouraged almost) to bring your own food in. Beers and ciders
available are displayed on a large
board, along with prices, a fact I had
not realised when ordering a pint of
Blue Anchor Bob's Stout. Beautiful it
was, and so was the price at £4.40!
It transpired I had chosen the most
expensive draught ale in the pub, its
price no doubt reflecting the 'rare'
tag that the proprietors attached to
it. Most beers were about a pound
cheaper with prices starting at
£2.90. I was intending to choose
something a little cheaper for my
next pint, but crew members, obviously impressed by my enjoyment
of the stout, gallantly stumped up a
pound towards the cost of a second
– how could I refuse?

The Prince of Wale,
Birmingham

Of course we had to visit the Prince
of Wales and decided to spend an
hour there before leaving the city.
However, old traditions die hard.
With the clock nearing 4pm, our
appointed departure time, the Deputy Hon. Commodore (unelected),
was subject to the kind of temptation that might have troubled the
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prophets of old: “how about another pint?”, intoned a smooth voice from the other
side of the table. Being well versed in Beery Boater lore, and identifying a good
session in full swing, I wasted no time in accepting the offer and we eventually got
away by 4.45. As a matter of interest the pint comprised excellent Ansells Mild
(brewed I understand by J W Lees), and so lively that the bar staff had to remove
the sparkler to get anywhere near a full pint.
By 8pm both boats were moored up at Windmill End and their crews settled in at
Ma Pardoe's (aka The Olde Swan) at Netherton, the obliging landlord reopening
the kitchen to provide us with hot pork rolls, faggots, etc. An uneventful journey
from Birmingham except some disquiet had been created aboard Dipper by certain
crew members drinking canned beer and playing West Indian music.
Wednesday, and a heavy morning was in prospect – renegotiating Netherton Tunnel and the Main Line back to Birmingham, on to the Birmingham and Fazeley,
down the 24 locks of Farmer's Bridge and Aston Flights, and then several more
miles to our intended lunchtime stop at Tyburn, a pub where there was no certainty
of real ale. Initial events were not propitious. Crane having winded the previous
night, set straight off at 6am. Dipper, with just myself and Colin about, needed to
wind first, and the most favourable spot appeared to be a couple of hundred yards
behind us, the other side of another moored narrowboat. Anyone who has ever had
dealings with narrowboats will know that they are not designed for reversing, and
on occasion most determinedly display a mind of their own. I took Dipper well out
into the canal and started to reverse. For about the first ten yards we went unbelievably straight – that is, until we got within 'striking distance' of the moored boat,
when a sudden veer to the left headed us straight for it as if drawn by a magnet. No
problem I thought, push throttle full ahead. No response, Dipper just carried on its
merry way until its stern fender thumped into the other’s port bow. I managed to
push off with my foot and we glided past, throttle still at full head. Apologies were
useless as hatches were thrown open, heads pushed out and curses liberally distributed – we were evidently just hire boat cruisers, and do things like that.
As arranged, Crane was wait- Outside the Bulls Head,
ing for us at the top of Farmer's Polesworth
Bridge Flight and we descended together in good time.
By midday we were chuntering
under Spaghetti Junction, on
our way out of Birmingham,
and heading for our lunchtime
refreshment, or so we hoped. It
was not, however, to be. As
Jim had heard, Tyburn House
was now selling real ale, but
the single pump clip was turned
round. A succession of similar
disappointments followed, and
by mid afternoon, with the fine
weather becoming seemingly
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ever warmer, we were despairing of any ale until the evening. Our luck, though,
changed at the village of Curdworth. Here the White Horse and the Beehive both
offered real ale, the latter also their midweek carvery at £5.50. Having moored up
at about 4pm we decided to go no further that day, and after a short stop at the
White Horse ate heartily at the Beehive, where we spent the rest of the evening
replete and comfy, in the older, traditional side of the pub, with its small rooms and
settles.
We were off at 6.30 the following morning, and the sky overcast for the first time in
the week. We completed the remaining miles and locks on the Birmingham and
Fazeley and joined the Coventry, only to rapidly realise that the extra half hour's kip
was probably a mistake, We were now onto a prime cruising canal, and were held
up mid morning by other boats at the two Glascote Locks in Tamworth, taking an
hour to get through. Lunchtime, however was excellent – Polesworth and a revived
Bulls Head, just above the bridge: our last visit some ten years back finding aggressively loud music and a disappointing choice of real ale. Current policy is Pedigree plus guest, Elgoods Greyhound on this occasion. Both were very good and
music subdued, and we stayed until about 3.30, making a nice last stop for Jeremy
who had to leave us and miss the last day and a half. The pub also sells eggs and
operates an Indian Restaurant on the first floor from which it is possible to purchase a take away at the end of the evening. Before leaving, we picked up at the
bar, some mooring advice for our evening stop at Atherston – half way up the
eleven locks, between bridges 43 and 44 (near to the town and avoiding the congestion above the locks). It proved well founded and we were tied up without prob-

The Plough Inn
Church Lane, Ripple
CT14 8JH
Tel: 01304 360209
Selection of Cask Ales
and Fine Home Prepared Food
Food is available Tue - Sat 12 -2 and 6 - 8.30
Sun 12 - 3
We open at 3.00 on Mondays
We are walker and dog friendly
WiFi connection
One Double Bedroom with en suite
Large Parking Areas.

Listed in the 2011 CAMRA Good Beer Guide
info@theploughripple.co.uk
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lem by 6.15. After a brief stop at the King's Head (bridge 43, families and food) we
headed for the town centre, some 15 mins away, passing on the way the depressing spectacle of several closed and boarded up pubs. Outside the church, where
there is a market square of sorts, we found the labyrinthine Angel selling Titanic,
Bascot Battlefield and Cider, and opposite, the Market Tavern, with a choice of half
a dozen micros, and where we finished the evening. Any thoughts that a dozen
keen ale drinkers swelling the coffers, might have induced a suspension of normal
closing were summarily dashed when last orders were called sometime before
11pm. Well before midnight we were back on board, tucked up in our bunks or into
the Chinese takeaways that some of us had bought.
Friday, last full day, and back to sunshine again. We were off at 7am to complete
the Atherston Flight and water at the top, followed by an uneventful morning which
found us by 1 pm at Hawkesbury junction, and the top of the North Oxford Canal,
on which we had set out six days before. The Greyhound offered immediate respite, the obstreperous landlord who many years ago had refused to sell me a half
pint now long gone. Ale choice was Pedigree, Theakston's and a couple of guests,
one of which ironically was Early Bird. Peter went to look at the nearby Boat, but
returned unimpressed – just a single real ale, Davenports, whoever brews that
these days. We left at 3.45 pm to cover the last 'few' miles to Newbold-on-Avon for
our last evening. Although just a single lock, the stop lock between the two canals,
this 12 mile stretch is always surprisingly time consuming and we were not moored
until about 8 pm. We ate in the Barlow Mow, Greene King IPA and Old Speckled
Hen, and later some of the group went round to the Crown to play dominoes and
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drink Dartmoor and more Greene King. I don't think any of us tried the Boat where
a younger clientèle appear to be target customers.
Saturday, and the first rain of
The Beery Boaters, Spring 2011
the trip. With just a mile to go
and return required by 9am
we might well not have moved
off until 8.30 or so, however
we started at 8, and wise it
proved. The arm down to the
wharf is jammed with boats
both sides and progress is
slow, and on reaching the
boatyard we were required to
wind in the most constricted
circumstances and reverse
into our mooring spot – an
operation which proved the
most complicated of the whole trip. Nevertheless all successfully completed, and
with group photos taken it was off on our separate ways home, another Beery
Boater expedition successfully completed.

Martin Atkins

CAMPAIGN FOR REAL ALE
SWALE BRANCH &
CANTERBURY, HERNE BAY & WHITSTABLE BRANCH

present a

REAL ALE STALL
at the

FAVERSHAM HOP
FESTIVAL
Stall located in front of Iceland store, East Street, Faversham
ME13 8AF

Saturday 3rd September
& Sunday 4th September
A range of various real ales from 3 Kent microbreweries,
plus local real cider.
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LAST KNOCKINGS
A

Walk to a Quiz Many years ago when we were younger, probably more fit,
and there certainly seemed more time, the White Horse Quiz Team (for whom
I then played) developed the habit, when playing summer quiz matches at the
Kings Head, Kingsdown, of walking to the pub along the cliff paths – a reversal of
much of Stuart Field's ramble from Deal to Dover described elsewhere in this
newsletter. If we set off at 5.45 (after the necessary pint or two lubrication at our
home pub), a fairly brisk walk would bring us to St Margaret's and the now demolished Granville Hotel, just in time for evening opening at 7pm. The Granville Hotel
sold no cask conditioned beer, but it did sell bottled conditioned White Shield Worthington, and fortified with one or two of these inside us we were ready to set off
again at 7.30. An hour would see us in Kingsdown and just entering the King's
Head for quiz starting time at 8.30. We must have done the walk on at least three
or four occasions and every time we won the match, although the King's Head was
more than a half decent team, winning the League at least once if not more. I do
not remember what beer the pub then sold but think it still had links with Bass
Charrington, in which case it would probably have been either Draught Bass or
Charrington IPA. The White Horse was certainly still selling Whitbread products, so
our initial pints would likely have been Fremlins or Flowers Original. At the end of
the evening our enterprise did not extend to the return walk, and from what I can
recall we always managed to cadge a lift from someone going back to Dover.
The Arlington Sign You've probably never noticed it, but
The Arlington sign
the sign of the former Arlington PH in Snargate St. (now a
bistro) is somewhat unusual. It's basically a rectangle with
chamfered corners, concave sides, and a bottom edge
curved from each side into a downward point at the centre
(see picture). Perhaps heraldry has a correct term for
such a shape, and it may not be that uncommon, but as a
pub sign there are few examples. I know, definitely, of
only one other locally, outside the New Plough Inn, Middle
Deal Rd. – although as the property was converted to two
houses about three years ago, it is very likely no longer
there. I think also, there may be another somewhere else,
but I cannot recall where. It might be logical to assume a
connection between pubs displaying these signs, but it is hard to think of anything
that might link the Arlington and New Plough. If anyone has information (same
ownership, same brewery, etc.), please let us know.
Granville Arms Talking of pub signs, the East Kent Mercury's report of the closure
of the Granville Arms in Walmer (see our last issue) included a photograph of the
pub in 1878, which shows an advert board over the door that appears to bear the
words “Kingsford Bros, celebrated mild, strong & bitter ales, porter & stout.” Pre-
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sumably this would be the Dover brewery that then occupied the corner site, on the
Buckland side, at the junction of Coombe Valley Rd. and London Rd. It later became a coach builders and is now flats.
The Black Stuff Both the Queen and President Obama, on their recent visits to
Ireland were given the 'Guinness' treatment – the President actually getting to taste
a drop of the black stuff in a bar somewhere in his ancestor's neck of the woods.
The Queen meanwhile was given instruction on the six stages of pouring of the
perfect pint of stout, the first of which, many a real ale drinker might surmise, was
choosing the right stout:. Locally Whitstable Oyster, Goacher's Imperial or Westerham Double, immediately spring to mind as likely preferred alternatives. In fact the
reverence accorded to Guinness has always proved a mystery to me, at least confined as it now is, to the keg version, seemingly somewhat thin and unsatisfying.
The original bottle conditioned version that disappeared some fifteen to twenty
years ago was very different, and far from unsatisfying. I have no idea how, or indeed whether, the two recipes differ, but the latter certainly had something which
the former does not and well deserved all the plaudits it received. Today Guinness
is a major component of Ireland Marketing PLC, along with the Blarney, funny
dancing and writers no one has read – the simplicity of 'Guinness Gives You
Strength', and a man carrying a girder above his head, long forgotten.
Royal Wedding The marriage of William and Catherine in April saw the appearance of a plethora of celebratory beers, now apparently the obligatory accompaniment of any national event. Quality, however might not always have matched the
occasion, one well respected brewery's offering being colourfully described by one
of our members as tasting like “wet dogs” – corgis, of course.
The Good Old Days It is perhaps normal Inside, Ma Pardoe’s, Netherton
human nature to view the past as a better
place, but in respect of beer and pubs it is
not necessarily a matter of rose tinted spectacles. The above allusion to the qualities of
the former bottled Guinness is not alone.
Westerham 1965, is an excellent re-creation
of one of its predecessor’s final brews, and
last winter Fullers announced a series of
beers drawn from records kept in their own
archives. Similarly, if pubs have the courage
to resist modern fads and fancies they will
often still be there when their more fashionable counterparts have long gone. Ma
Pardoe's at Netherton (shown here), which the Beery Boaters visited in May is a
fine example, but the West Midlands in general is well provided. Among others, we
would recommend the Prince of Wales off Gas St. Basin in Birmingham; the Vine
(Bull and Bladder) at Brierley Hill – Batham's Brewery Tap; the Wagon and Horses
Oldbury; the Rose and Crown at the top of Walsall Locks; and the Manor Arms
(with no bar) at Daw End.
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CROSSWORD
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National Contacts
Nationally CAMRA can be contacted at:
CAMRA, 230 Hatfield Rd, St Albans,
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For enquiries, phone 01727 867201
Web www.camra.org.uk
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And Finally............Beer becomes alcoholic in Russia
Whilst we fret in this country about binge beer drinking amongst young people,
Russia has finally got around to classifying beer as alcoholic. Up until now anything containing less than 10% alcohol by volume in Russia has been considered a
foodstuff and available for general unrestricted sale..
Although vodka has long been the traditional drink in Russia, beer has soared in
popularity. Over the past decade, beer sales in Russia have risen more than 40%
while vodka sales have fallen by nearly 30%. Beer is marketed as a healthier alternative to spirits and is being drunk in the street and in parks by all ages who regard
it as if it is a soft drink
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev has now signed a bill that officially classifies
beer as alcoholic and the new law allows ministers to control the sale of beer in the
same way that spirits are controlled
Last year the Russian beer industry was hit by a 200% increase in tax as ministers
sought to bring the runaway consumption under control. The new measures which come into effect in 2013 - will stop beer being sold in unlicensed kiosks, ban
its sale from stores between certain hours and restrict its advertising.
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